WARRANTY

Smith tachometer (head only) is warranted by the Nisonger Corp. for a period of 90 days from date of installation. Drive cable and other parts come under the regular Harley-Davidson warranty.

HOW TO OBTAIN SERVICE

Send detached tachometer head only to nearest Nisonger Service station listed below:

Nisonger Corporation
125 Main Street
New Rochelle, New York

Nisonger Corporation
5220 W. Jefferson Blvd.
Los Angeles, California

When you return a tachometer head to your nearest Nisonger service station, it must be accompanied by a letter or instruction sheet, giving the following information:

1. Make and model of motorcycle
2. Name and address of owner
3. Date tachometer installed
4. Date tachometer removed
5. Nature of defect or complaint

Warranty service will be provided by Nisonger service stations where circumstances justify such a claim. Regular, beyond warranty repair service will also be provided. However, it is advisable to get an estimate of repair cost before going ahead with repairs, and compare with net cost of new unit, since replacement may be cheaper than repair.
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